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I TRODUCTION
Recently, t.her-ehas been a reat amount, of research
work done on the metal titanium. Since it is a light
weight metal, with unusual strength and good resistance
to corrosion, it may be a possible substitute for
aluminum and rna nesium alloys, or steel. The ability
of titanium to resist corrosion by acids and salt
water, m kes it practicable for use in condenser,
boiler, evaporator and marine equipment. With a span
of potential uses, the armed services are trying to
make use of its high tensile strength and light weight·
by applying it to jet aircraft, radio, pumps and
other hi h speed mach ne parts.
resent h '-strength, light alloys begin to weaken
at temperatures between 3000 and 400o~. While the
ultimate and yield strengths of titanium drop fast
above 800oF, it s the 1rreve sible absorption of
oxygen a d n tro en fro the atmosphere at temperatures
above lOOOoF, that e brittles t e metal as to make it
o thless 2,26
t first, th 8 t es I Q k involved the applica-
t on of othe h gh- . erature metals, i~ the way of
coatin s to co t t s a so' ~icr. failure of titanium.
Due to ce t in t t'ons, t was chan ed to the in-
vest at 0 of c~ectrolyt c co t~n a on titanium.
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HISTORY
Tfue investigation is the first work on titanium
that has been attempted at Montana School of Mines.
nother student 1s also experimenting with titanium,
in which E. F. Gibbs is investigating the It ppllcations
of Refractory Coat n s for Protecting Titanium in
Hi h Temperatures
The idea of protective coatings seems to be a
different approach in the study of titan urn. The
attelle emorial Institute has concentrate on the
nvestl at on of the propert es of the pure metal,
along w th research work in the product on of ch ap r
t tan urn. Tel u Pont de Nos and Co. nc.
w more interested in the development of titanium
pi ments and enamels. a al and rmed Forces people
a e earch ng for h-temperature alloys for jet
en s; and us t tan- as a substitute for alu-
min rna nee urn and steel alloys.
Delv ng th ou current periodicals and books,
the p c plop otect ve co tinge seems to be an
untouched and unl m ted f eld. There 1s no literature
o the nvest t on of elect oplatin on titanium, so
the p oject or started from scratch.
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CKGROU1W ON TIT r rUM
HISTORY OF TIT NIUM
The element titanium was discovered by th Reverend
illiam Gregor in 1790 as a white metallic oxide when
he analyzed a oornwall black magnetic sand. In 1795,
Klaproth noticed a close agreement between Gregor's
account and an oxide that he extracted from 'red schorlt
tile) from ungary. laproth gave the new metal
the name 'TIT IU. 1 3
OCCURRE CE
Titanium is ninth n abundance of the elements
making up the lithosphere, the outer earth's crust,
and accounts for 0.62 per cent. Oxygen, Silicon,
alu inurn iron, rna nesium, calcium sodium and po-
tassium exceed 1t .. It rna es up a greater proportion
than all other metals combined, including Zinc, copper,
1,5and lead.
c
In the tempe ature ange from room temperature
oup to 1625 F, the c ystal structure is hexagonal-
close pac ed for alpha- tanium; with an atomic dia-
ete of a - 2.9504 0 lattice constant of c - 4.6833 0
nd at 0 of ~ ~ 1.5 7a-
oove 1625 F, the structure
c an es to body-centered-cub c which 1s beta-titanium;
olt a latt ce con ta t of c - 3.3065 ,and an atomic
d a ete of a - 2.86 0 2,15
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In 1948, E. I. du Pont de Nemours and company
announced the commercial production of titanium metal
in sponge and ingot fornls of 99.5 per cent purity, with
an output of 100 Ibs per day and a selling price of
1 465 a pound. '
PRO ERTIES
Titanium falls in Group IV of the periodic table
and heads Subgroup which also includes zirconium,
hafnium, and thorium. It forms salts which hydrolyze
dely in solution on heating or dilution, to yield
a precipitate of hydrous oxide, and this property is
taken advantage of in the commercial manufacture of
titanium pigments.
s well as the characteristic values of four
divalent, trivalent and pentavalent compounds are well
known. It is one of the few elements that can be made
to 'burn, that ls, react with incandescence in an
atmosphere of nitro en. The combination takes place
with oreat read ness at a temperature of around 800 C.
etal i nites in a
and bu ns w th incandescence. Titanium decomposes
steam at ed heat oand at temperatures from 200 C
to 8000e to form teo 1de and hydrogen. It is
att c ed rap dly by concentrated sulfuric and hydro-
c 10 c c1 d 10 ly by d lute H2S04; but concen-
t ted nd d ute nit c ac ds have no appreciable
effects. It does not tarnish on exposure to laboratory
atmosphere or to a salt spray for 30 days. With halogens
it combines directly to form the corresponding tetra-
halide; the reaction ta es place with fluorine at a
temperature slightly above atmospheric, with chlorine
at 350°0', wi th bromine at 360°0, and wi th iodine at 400°0.
Titanium has an atomic weight of 48.19 and atomic
number of 22. Being in the first transitional series
of elements, it has variable valence. From repeated
mass spectrum analyses, st.on detected five isotopes
having atomic weights in order of abundance 48, 46,
47 4 1,48, 50, and 9.
Prepared by the iodide method, the pure metal
was ductile while cold. It is light, strong, corrosion
resistant and ductile.
Samples of ingot, after annealing showed a tensile
strength of 80,000 psi, yield strength of 72,000 pSi,
proportional limit of 38,000 psi, and a hardness of
60 on the Rockwell scale. etal can be process-
a ealed by in heating in air at l2000F for one hour;
readily forged w thin the temperature range of 1600°
to 18000F; machinability is similar to that of austeni-
t c stainless steel- it may be cold-or hot-rolled; and
;t 1,48• can be readily spot-welded in an inert atmosphere.
et 1 has excelle t resistance to sea water, salt
spray, and umid f ed atmosphere. t 500° to 600°0 an
-6-
oxide coating is formed, and at higher temperatures the
gas diffuses into t e lattice, causing brittleness.
obove 375 C it can absorb large quantities of hydrogen,
resultln in embrittlement, while even small amounts
1 48of absorbed nitrogen cause the same effect. '
In ingot form, titanium has a density of 4.54,
specific heat of 0.142, a coefficient of linear expan-
s on of 8.5xlO-6 per deg~ee Centigrade and on electri-
cal resistivity of 8 microhms per centimeter.l,~
-7-
I ORT T F CTORS I ELECTROPLATING
The quality, appearance, adhesion, porosity and
protective value of electroplated coatings depend on
many factors, such as:
1. Base etal
The composit on of the base metal should be known
and controlled, s nce it is not possible to apply high-
qual ty coati 8 to poor metal. Structure may affect
the reactions in the cleaning and pickling processes,
and the structure of the coating itself. The condition
of the surface, polishing processes, and the presence
of ores, crac s, or inclus ons, may have a bearing on
the coatings.
2. reparat on for latin
The base metal surface must be chemically clean in
order to have ood adhesion. Preparation involves
cle n n (removal of ease and foreign particles);
an p ckllng (for steel) or dipping" (for nonferrous
m tals) to re ove 0 ides or other compounds, including
so bed al al •
3. Elect odepos t on
va abIes that are subject -to control
in tel t n process re 1 sted as:
(1) Co os t 0 of t e bath
co ce t tlon of m jar constituents and
u t s ute co tolled, as well as the
-8-
acidity or pa of the bath solution.
(2) Temperature of the bath
(3) verage current density must be kept within
certain lim ts for obtaining uniformity in thick-
ness and quality of coatings.
(4) gltation permits an increase in current
density in many baths.
(5) Filtrat on, may be continuous or intermittent
to keep the solution free from suspended matter.
Filtration is desirable if agitation is used or
if thick deposits are applied.
(6) nodes should be a composition and structure
that maintain the metal concentration and the FH.16,718
-~
THE SELECTIO OF ELECTROP TED CO TINGS
The choice of a coating depends upon the specific
purpose to which it ill be used, and upon the advantages
and 11m tations of that coat ng. Electroplating is
defined, as the electrodeposition of an adherent
coating upon an electrode for the purpose of obtaining
a surface with properties or dimensions different from
those of the base etal.
Some of the main reasons for applying plated coat-
ings are the followin
1. To produce nd re aln a desired appearance (luster
or color).
Th S ob ect ve is usually accomplished by plating
with the no 1 etals such as gold or platinum; or with
passive metal such a nic e1 0 chromium. Ithough
sIver es ts ox d t on becomes tarnished by sulphur
c n o~pe eco e tarn shed by both sulfur and
oxy en.
2. 0 protect t e se et 1 a a nst co rosion.
pos n so e u co ted metals to the atmosphere
usuclly cau es t e. to st, so t is customary to
apply a p otectiv eoatin. lated coatings may pro-
teet i 0 n teo t 0 n t an example:
t an
n t
( ) Th 0 t·n a be les res stant to co rosion
on, a d p otects t e 1 on by elect olyt c act on.
s cce t e co t odie and dissolves,
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while the base metal 1s cathodic and is protected against
corrosion. Two anodic metal that are applied commer-
cially are zinc and cadnium.
(b) The coating may be more resistant to initial
ttack than the steel. Impervious layers of copper,
nickel, tin, lead, chromium, slIver, gold and nearly
all other electrodeposited metal are used to protect
the base metal. The electrochemical series of equi-
librium potentials is an approximate guide for the
ability of a metal coati to protect another against
corrosion, althou h there are -any exceptions.
3. To protect a base metal against some specified
c em cal eactlon.
The best example of this type of coating 18
Copper plating to prevent certain parts of steel
a t clea fro absorb ng carbon during case hardening.
nother e ample is the use of silver coatings to
p otect steel against oxidation during heat treat-
ment ickel and c rom urn coating are generally used
because they res st alkaline solutions, organiC com-
pounds· and attac lubricants.
4. To rotect the base etal against wear caused by
ether bras ion or erosion.
ReSist nee to ras 0 requ res th t the coatin
be a e and tou er th n the base metal. protec-
t on aga nst e osion Iso valves the ability to
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resist chemical attack by the surrounding medium.
Chromium meets most of these requirements, and also
has a good resistance to wear.
5. To increase the dimensions.
process of lbuildin up' of undersized or worn
parts. Hard coatin s of iron, n~ckel, and chromium
16 716are most commonly used. '
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THE SPECIFIC TIO D TESTING OF PLATED CO TINGS
The properties of importance in considering the
quality of any met~lllc coating are:
1. verage of minimum thickness
2. PorOSity or continuity
3. Adherence to basic metal
4. Hardness, presence and distribution of
certain metallic impurities.
5. Luster and reflecting power
6. Protection against corrosion
1. Thickness:
The avera e thickness is obtained by stripping
(dissolving) the coatin from a known or measured area,
and determining tne amount, of rernoved metal by loss in
wei t or by chemical analysis of the solution. veraga
thic ness used to e the basis for most plating specifi-
cations, but t is no bein replaced by requirements
for a nimum thic ness on a particular area.
The minimum th c ess1 may be measured by the
folIo 1ng methods:
(a) lcroscopic exa nation of a cross section.
(b) The chord method' n which the coating 1s cut
throu w th a grinding wheel of known radius.
(c) 1 ethods dependl on ate of chemical reaction,
such as the spot test' wi th concented He 11 for
chrom coat ng the reeee test for zin
-13-
coatings, the 'dropping test' for zinc and
cadmium deposits, and the t jet test" for
nickel coatings.
(d) Nondestructive magnetic methods that depend
either on the attraction of a magnet to the
coating (e. g. rn cke l on a nonmagnetic base
metal) or on the reduction in attraction
of the magnet by the presence of a nonmag-
netic coating such as copper, zLnc or
chromium on a magnetic base metal such as
iron or steel. Of these methods the mioro-
scopic has been found to be the most reliable.
The minimum thickness obtained on an article de-
pends on the average thickness and can be controlled
by the time and current density used. It also depends
on the distribution of the coating which varies accord-
ing to the throwing power of the solution, as well as
t e shape of the article and the position of it in
regards to the anodes and rocks.
2. Porosity
Small pores have little significance in zinc and
cadmium coatings that are more than 0.0002 inches thick.
The porOSity in coatings of more noble metal or steel
may be estlmate~ by the ferroxye paper test or by the
bol1in water test. lth noble coatings, the salt
spray test 1s used for measuring the porosity.
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3. dherence
Poor adherence can be detected by deforming the
specimen by bendin , twisting, hammering extruding or
stretching. Other methods used are pull tests or
peeling 1 ethods. dherency 1s usually given as com-
parisons, since standard tests are difficult to set
up and abide by rigidly.
4. Hardness
Most of the customary methods of measuring hard-
ness can only be applied when the coatings are much
thicker than those used commerCially, because with th n
coating the results will be influenced by the base metal.
easurements show that for each plated metal, one can
vary and control the hardness over a ~alrly wide range
by changin the conditions of deposition. (e. g.)
Electrodeposited chromium varies from about 500 to
900 Bhn, and nickel a d chromium vary from 150 to 400 Bhn.
5 Luster and Reflecting ower
Egeberg and P 0 isel express the brightness of a
plane surface as the ratio of the specular reflection
(in W ich the an Ie of reflection is equal to the angle
of incidence 45 degrees 1 their tests) to the diffUse
eflect on (that is, the reflection at all other angles).
This method appl 9S 0 ly to plane specimens, but 8 used
re ea ch on depos t om b 19ht pIa ing" solutions
6. otect on rnlshe gain Co rosion
-J5-
cce~erated corrosion tests are useful for comparing
the behavior of similar coatings under conditions corres-
ponding to those en the te t. The salt spray test yields
results that may be similar to marine but not to indus-
triallocatlons.16,717
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JUSTIFIC TIO FOR USING CHROME P TI G
Ithou~h T tanium nas good corrosion resistance,
it is attacked rap dly by concentrated sulpnuric and
hydrochloric acids, and slowly by dilute H2S04. It
also reacts with halogens to form tetrahalides at
temperatures of around 350oC~.1,48 Protective coatings
on titanium may make it more applicable to other corro-
clve environments.
The excellent qualities of chromium plating offered
a new field of investigation to determine the best
types of coatings that could be applied to titanium.
Some of the qualities of chrome-plating are.
1. Chromium shows marked passivity; it does not
oxidize at ordinary temperatures and therefore remains
free from tarnisho
2 Organ c sulphur co pounds have no appreciable
effect on ch omium, and this has led to its wide use
in the oil 1 dustry.
3. Chromium melts at 16150C-192000, but does not
expand with heating as much as other metals.
4. The most important physical property of elec-
tralytlcally deposited chromium 1s its hardness
Re 65-67, and resistance to wear.
5. Another p operty of chromium is its great smooth-
ness· since water w 11 not cling to it, it is useful
for cor os on resistance.14,118
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6. Physical Properties of Electrolytic Chromium
(a) Melting point 1920°0 (3488°F)
(b) aoefficient of expansion 8.2xlO-6joQ at 20?Q
(c) Density of 7.15
(d) Resistively of l8.lxlO-6ohmjcm3
(e) Hardness of 65-70 Rockwell C~
SCOPE OF INVESTIG TION
The purpose of this investigation 1s primarily to
determine the best conditions for plating chromium on
titanium. Since chromium did not adhere too well,
copper plating followed by a layer of chromium was
investigated.
THEORETICAL CO SIDERATIONS
The electrodeposltlon of chromium was reported
in 1854 by the German chemist Bunsen. However Geuther
(1856) was the first per on to deposit the metal from
a chromic acid bath. In 1905 Carveth and Curry exper-
imented with additions of sulfuric acid to the bath
solutions. Sargent (1920) preferred chromic sulfate
to sulfuric acid, While Schwartz (1923) used chromium
anodes with 'Sargent's solution.'
The character of electrodepos1ted chromium varies
Widely depending upon the nature of the basic metal,
the temperature of the plating bath and the current
denSity used. Three types of deposits have been dis-
tinguished:
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1. Dull deposits maybe satisfactory if a bright
appearance and smoothness of surface are not required.
2. Bright coatings with its mirror-Ilke finish and
requires no buffing.
3. The milky deposit is thin, relatively 80ft and
inadequate for most purposes.
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EXPERIME T L PPA TUS
J111---1JII
Quantity
2
1
1
1
2
1
I~ rns
Storage batteries 115 amp-hours, 17 plates each
Open-knife switch
W eston ammeter D. C. 15 ampere's
eston voltmeter D. c. 30 volts
Variable Resistors, slldewlre type
ooden clamp-holder
600 ml Beakers, thermometers, wires,
Youden pH apparatus
-20-
M TERIALS
Chrome acid 400 gil
Cone. sulfuric acid 4 gil
There was too heavy a coating deposited with the
above bath solution so it was diluted down to:
Chromic acid 250 gil
Cone. sulfuric acid 2.5 gil
PLATI G DIRECTLY ON TITANIUM
Since this was the ultimate purpose of'my inves-
tigations, an attempt to deposit chromium directly on
titanium was made.
PLATI G BETWEEN LEAD NODES
For plating flat surfaces, the titanium cathodes
were place between two flat lead anodes in the sOlu-
tion bath. The plating became uneven since the
space between anodes and cathodes were not equidistant.
To remedy this problem a circular lead anode and
cylindrical titanium cathodes were used. The cylin-
dr cal shapes were also more easier to measure for
contact area.
PREPARATION OF OATHODES
Since the original r was in the form of a
cylindrical bar, convenient lengths of 3 inches were
cut off; either by a cutting wheel or by a hacksaw •
.The two ends were ground on the belt grinder, then
polished through 2/0 paper.
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The cylinders were then taken to the machine shop
where a slow speed drill milled out a hole. Two ends
of a COpper wire were placed in the hole, with a loop
formed on the outside for an electrical connection,
ends Were held in place with a jammed piece of lead
that was solidly t pped into the hole. Sealing wax
was placed over the leaded contact area to prevent
any metal conductivity, other than the titanium sur-
faces. The titanium cylinder was polished down to
4/0 paper, taken to the b lliard cloth wheel with
carborundum, then polished on lap cloth with alumina,
and finally with magnesium oxide. This·polishing
and grinding technique was done to eliminate scratches
and offer the smoothest surface for electroplating.
CLEANIl"rG OF CATHODES
Proper cleaning of the metal surface to deliver
in the plating bath a titanium surface free of oxide
scale, 1s the key to tight, adherent coatings.
pickling bath of hydrofluoric acid was prepared by
m xing one part of 48-52% HF with thirty parts of
water. The cylindrical cathodes were first cleaned
in a nitric ac d solution and then in the hydrofluoric
bath for several minutes.
The cathodes were then washed in distilled water,
dr ed and weighed. Titanium cathodes were placed
inside a cylindrical b anode that had been cleaned
-22-
in an immersed saturated solution of NaCl which had
been slightly acidified'with HOI, to remove any oxi-
dized chromate irons. Titanium cathode was connected
to the electroplating apparatus according to the
wiring diagram.
Variable current densities, different plating
times, different bath temperatures and different shapes
of anodes a~ cathodes were irwestigated. However, since
adherency was the main factor in electroplatin. it was
found that too heavy plating was obtained from the
400 gram/liter and therefore the plating time wa&'cut down.
STRIPPING
Since the cathodes were used repeatedly over again,
the chromium was stripped off in a dilute hydrochloric
acid solution. The cylindric [ cathodes were then.
cleaned in the hydrofluoric pickling bath, reweighed
and coated again
PLATING WITH COPPER
Ithough chrome-plating adhered fairly well to
titanium, t chipped off when polished on the wheels.
It was then decided to try copper-plating followed by
a layer of chromium.
-23-
METALLOGRAPHY
The Remington Arms Co. have developed the follo\ing
metallographlc technique for titanium. Caution must
be taken to cut specimens so that deformation tWins do
not form. Care must also be taken to avoid polish
tWinning, and in the elimination of scratches from the
polishing papers.
Rough polishing procedure includes the use of a
belt sander (60x), emery cloth (180x and 320x on glass),
and emery papers 1/0 throu' 3/0. Intermediate polishing
is usually carried out with 600-mesh Carborundum on a
lead-foil lap on glass, or on canvas. The abrasive-
water suspension should be made in a beaker and levi-
gated by decanting after allowing the stirred suspension,
and rubbing it into the lap with a clean flat piece of
metal. The lap must be handled carefully and kept clean,
While the excess suspension may be washed away.
Steps used in f nal polishing:
waxed billiard cloth is used with a silica
abrasive suspension in water. Linde silica has been
found to be satisfactory. few drops of denatured
alcohol are placed on the waxed billiard cloth to act
as a wetting agent for the wax, dry Linde silica 1s added,
a~d finally, sufficient water is mixed in to form a heavy
slurry. Folishin {as carried out with a circular motion.
Gamal levi ated alumina suspension or B-grade Linde
-24-
alumina suspension on Ga al cloth has been found to give
a satisfactory final polish when the polishing is carried
out with a circular motion on a slowly rotating, power-
driven wheel.
-25-
ETCH NT
Hydrofluoric acid seems to be the most effective
etching agent, and used in the following proportions:
1 part by volume 48% hydrofluoric acid
1 part by volume concentrated nitric acid
2 parts by volume glycerol
In this etchant, the hydrofluoric acid attacks
the metal; the nitric acid brightens the surface by
removing stain and residue; and the glycerol acts as
a vehicle and moderator. In some cases it is advanta-
geous to eliminate the brightening effect of the nitric,
and so use B-etch:
1 part by volume 48% hydrofluoric acid
1 part by volume glycerol. 13, 218
For unoxldized titanium, the above etching
reagents work very satisfactorily. Exposure times
of 60 seconds on the horizontal metallograph drew out
the right contrast for the photomicrographs. 21
-26-
PHOTO MICROGRAPH OF TITANIUM SURFAC&
Unoxidlzed TItanium Surface
Magnification:- 250
Exposed:- 60 seconds
Horizontal Metallograph
Etch:~ Hydrofluoric acid
This picture reveals the difference between an
etched and unetched surface. Differential etchings
of coated surfaces would high light certain areas
and hide others, so it was not' used.
-27-
JUSTIFICATIO FOR USING COPPER
s copper tends to form a smooth, coherent, good
adhesive electro-plate, it was used as a base, by plating
the copper from an acidic copper sulfate bath. Recent
studies have shown that electrodeposited copper may
continue the micro-structure of other metals when the
deposit and basis metal belong to the same crystal
system over a ran e of differences in lattice parameters,
and even in some cases hen deposit and basis metal
15,195belong to different crY8ta~ systems.
n impervious layer of copper 1s usually electro-
deposited over a base metal to decrease the porosity of
the surface, and thereby increase the protective value.
In many instances, a preliminary layer of copper is
applied, partly because it can be more cheaply polished
than an underlying steel or superposed nickel. Since
Copper platings are porous and have good adherency, it
is used extensively as undercoatings for nickel and
nickel-chromium finishes. Copper layers also resist
attack in acidic environments in the absence of oxygen.
In the process of case hardening, copper plating has
found extensive use in protection against carburizlng.15 200
Platin Bath
Copper sulphate
Sulphuric acid
ater
33 oz equivalent to 495.25 grams
8 oz equivalent to 65.05 grams
1 allan equivalent to 2 liters
-28-
t room temperature, the current density usually
employed for this type of bath is approximately 15 amps
per square foot.
-29-
PHOTO ICROGRAPH OF CHROME-PLATING ON
TOP OF COPPER ~ITH TITANIUM BASE
Chrome plating on top of Cbpper
with a Titanium base
Magnification:- 100
Exposed:- 60 seconds
Horizontal etallograph
Etchant:- None
Copper had a good adherency to the titanium
surface and chromium formed .very good coating over
it. Ithough there seems to be a large gap between
the copper and titanium surfaces, the plating was
very adherent; polishing may have widen the gap abit.
-30-
NICKEL CO TINGS
Nickel has been used for many years as a protective
and decorative coating for brass, iron, and steel. The
most common method of application 1s by electroplating
wnich 1s finding increased use in building-up worn
surfaces. It is a relatively noble metal, possessing
a high degree of resistance to corrosion by water, acid,
salt and alkaline solutions. To obtain a bright
chromium surface, and undercoating of nickel is buffed
to obtain the desirable finish. The protective value
of nickel coatings is dependent largely upon their
continuity.
ICKEL B TH
Nickel sulfate 50 gm/liter ~ 25 gm/500 ml
Nickel chloride 7.5 gm/liter·= 3.8 gm/500 ml
Boric acid 20 gm/liter ~ 10 gm/500 ml
Water 1 liter equivalent to 500 ml
pH - 5.6
Boric acid acts as a buffer; while the nickel
chloride helps contrel the passivity of the nickel
anode, and incr~ases the conductivity of the electrolyte.~
Nickel plated directly on to titanium diffused
ri ,ht into the metal forming a very adhesive coating.
ickel had the same effect on copper with a fine-
grained diffused coating, when it was electroplated.
Chromium adhered very ell to the nickel plating, when
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it was plated on to a layer of copper. Corrosion tests
were not attempted on these coatings, since time was
running short.
STRIPPING OF NICKEL P TI G
The titanium cathodes were stripped of the nickel
coat by immersion in sulfuric aCid. The chromium
p at n was e oved by d lute y ochloric acid, and
t e coppe layer was stripped by nitric acid. This
stripping of the respective' coatings allowed the tita-
nium cathodes to be used over again for more experi-
mentation.
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PHOTOMICROGRAPH OF CHRO rUM PLATED OVER COATINGS
OF ICKEL D COPPER ON TITANIUM BASE
Chromium plated over Nickel and
Copper on a Titanium base
Magnification:- 100
Exposed:- 60 seconds
Horizontal etallograph
Etchant:- one
The layer of nickel was not too even, although
it diffused right into the copper surface. Buffing
the nickel may have given a more even coating of
chromium, but time did not allow for a complete in-
vestigat on of this possibility.
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DAT D RESULTS
CHRO lUi P TI G ON TIT NIU
Using flat lead anodes on flat cathodes
rea C~D. Volts Time
(:~)
Wei'ght
(grn )
1. 10 1.64 4.56.1 15 .1648
2. 3 1. 08 2. 8 3•2 15 •1102
3. 1 1.26 •79 2 8 '15 .0978
4. 2 1.36 1.47 3.1 30 1.001
5. 1 5 1.09 1.37 3 15. • 0991
6 2 1.26 1.59 2.8 15 1.014
7. 7 1.64 4.27 3.5 15 .1253
Results
poor coating
too heavy
not adherent
too thick
fairly stable
uniform
tight coating in
middle, loose on
ends
good adherent
coating
fairly good coating
few spots curled
hard coating on edge
and sides,peeling
on bottom
Working with flat anodes and cathodes, deposited
more chromium on the ends which began to peel very easily.
This indicated a poor adherency of chromium plating to
titanium and uneven deposition with flat anodes and
cathodes
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CHRO~IU PLATING ON TITANIUM
Using round cathodes and circular lead anodes
Amps rea C.D. Volts Time Weight Results
(am~s) (nlin) (grn)
dm
1. 1.0 1.52 0.66 2.7 15 .0196 even coating coarse
several flaky spots
2. 1.5 1."53 0.98 2.8 15 .0371 smoother coating
more uniform
3. 2.0 1.61 1.24 3.0 15 .0475 finer grained, more
uniform, heavier
coating
4. 2.5 1.52 1.64 3.2 15 .0766 rougher, heavier
coating, some coarse
spots
5. 3.0 1.53 1.96 3.1 15 .0686 thin, poor coating
poor adherency
6. 3.5 1.61 2.17 3.3 15 .0945 loose, rough ooat i ng
flaky plating
poor adherency
7. 1.7 1.52 1.12 2.9 15 .0446 uniform coating
good adherency
rough in spots
8. 1.9 1.53 1.24 2.9 20 .0477 coarse coating
porous in the middle
fairly uniform
light coating
9. 2.1 1.61 1.30 3.0 15 .0574 uniform, thin coating,
some rough, coarse
spots, good adherency
10. 1.2 1.52 0.79 2.8 15 .0264 light, fine grained
coating, very good
adherency, some spots,
uniform
11. 1.4 1.53 0.91 2.7 40 .0311 coarse coating,
more spots
not coated
good adherency
Amps rea C~D. Volts Time Weight Results
arnE (min) (gm)
dm
12. 1.7 1.61 1.06 2.9 15 .0654 coarser, rougher coating
chips or flakes off
poor adherence
13. 1.3 1.52 0.86 2.8 15 .0181 smooth, uniform coat
very good adherence
fine grained, good finish
14. 1"1 1.53 0.72 2.7 15 .0113 good uniform coating
good adherence, little
rougher finish than above
15. 1.5 1.61 0.93 2.8 15 .0257 good uniform coating
flaking in one spot
fair adherency
16. 1.3 1.52 0.86 2.8 20 .0342 tight, fine-grained
coating, very uniform
coating, excellent
adherency
17. 1.3 1.53 0.85 2.8 45 .0894 very neavy, fine grained
uniform coating, good
adherency
18. 1.3 1.61 0.81 2.8 30 .0445 smooth finish, fine
grained, good adherence
19 1.3 1.52 o 86 2.8 60 .1346 fairly poor·coating
flaking in many places
fair adherence, chipped
off on polishing
20. 1.3 1.53 0.85 2.8 45 .0865 fair coating, fair
adh.erence, flaking in
many places, too much
over-deposi t.Lon, chipped
off on polishing
21. 1.3 1.61 0 81 2.8 30 .0592 good smooth coating,
fine grained, excellent
adherence, chipped off
on polishing
22. 1.3 1.52 0.86 2.8 45 .0856 uniform coating, few
rough fla es, fairly
good adherence, chipped
off bottom when polishe
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rea C.D.
arnE
dm
Volts Time Weight
(min) (gm)
Results
.23. 1.3 1.53 0.85 2.8 20 .0422 rough coating,
excellent adherence
pits caused by sur-
face preparation
MET LLOGRAPHY FOR CHROMIU 1 P TING
The titanium cathodes were polished through to
3/0 paper; and finished on the wheels~ with levigated
alundum, alumina and finally with magnesium oxide to
remove the scratches. The cathodes were then cleaned
in the hydrofluoric pickling bath before being electro-
plated with chromium. very fine grained layer of
chromium was: deposited and attempts to etch the coatings
in 40% Hel were tried.
Long etching times up to one hour were used to try
and bring out the grain structure for the taking of a
photomicrograph; but the coatings were too fine grained
for any photographs. In commercial practice, some elec~
trolytic etching of chromium with Vilella's reagent
according to dcockls directions has been successfUl,
but the literature is absent from our library.16,1136
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COPPER PLATING ON TITANIUM
eed one battery
rea- C.D. Volts Time Weight(arnE) (min) (gm)dm
1. 1.0 1.52 .66 2.3 15 .3161
2. 1.5 1.53 .98 2.0 '15
3. 0 7 1.61 .43 1.7 15 .1520
4. 0.5 1.53 .33 1.5 20 .2205
5. 0.6 1.52 .39 '1.8 15 .1798
6. 0.7 1.61 .43 1.7 30 .2521
Results
porous coating, too
heavy, bottom edge not
quite covered, too
high C.D.
fluffy copper coating
too soft to weigh
plating too heavy
too high C.D •
bright uniform, fine
grained coating of
copper, good adherence
thinner coating
good adherence
thicker coating, fine
uniform grains, good
adherence
heavier coating
bri ht, uniform fine
grained; very good
adherence
Copper plating adneres very well to titanium,
forming a very uniform, fine grained layer. The best
layers were depos ted at a current density of 0.43 am~s,
dmand a voltage of 1.7 volts. Plating times longer than
15 minutes drop off in current efficiency, although
heavier coati s are deposited in longer times.
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C TROMIUM PLATED OVER COPPER ON TITANIUM BASE
One battery for copper plating
Two batteries for chromium plating
Alnps Area C.D. Volts Time Weight Results
(:~) (min) (grn)
(1) COPPER
0.7 1.61 .43 1.7 15 .1520 fine grained coating
of copper; bright
uniform layer
good adherence
CHROMIUM
1.3 1.61 .81 2.8 15 .Q186 good, fine grained
layer; uniform coating
very good adherence
(2) COPPER
0.5 1.53 .33 1.5 20 .2205 thinner coating
good adherence
CHROMIUM
1.3 1.53 .85 3.2 15 .0184 fine grained coating
very uniform layer
good adherence
(3) COPPER
0.6 1.52 .39 1.5 15 .1795 thicker coating
fine uniform g alns
good adherence
CHRO rUM
1.3 1.52 .86 3.2 10 .0093 good, fine grained
coating; uniform
layers; good adherence
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Amps Area C.D. Volts Time Weight Results
(:E) (min) (gm)
(4) COPPER
0.7 1.53 .46 1.7 30 • 25'21 heavier coating
copper tends to be
brittle; fair adherence
CHROMIUM
1.3 1.53 .85 3.2 30 .0584 smooth coating
good adherence
coarse finish
Good even coatings of chromium and copper were
deposited at current densities of 0.85 am~s and 0.43 ~
dm dIn
respectively. ~bpper formed a smooth, coherent electro-
plate and had good adherence to the titanium. Chromium
formed a uniform layer over copper, and withstood the
hammering tests very well; thus showing its tensile
strength and adherency.
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NICKEL PLATI G ON TIT rUM
Amps Area C.D.
am~
fun
Volts Time Weight
(min) (gm)
1. 0.4 1.52 0.26 155.2 .0075
2. 1.0 1.53 400.65 8.0 .0098
3. 2.42 1.61 1.51 10.3 70 .0115
4. 1 0.661.52 8.2 15
5. 0.35 1.53 0.23 5.3 15 .0231
6. 0.72 1.61 0.45 15 .84336.7
Results
poor coating
diffused adhesion
poor coating
porous layer
some coating dropped off
poor coating; diffused
does not cover all
surface
too heavy coating
too porous to weigh
spotty coating
powdery layer
fair coating
good adherence
Nickel deposited in very thin layers composed of
very fine-grained nickel that diffused into the titanium
surface. The nickel coating tended to rub off, so it was
electroplated on to layers of copper; and a chromium
cqating was deposited on top of everything.
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ELECTROPLATING OF CHROMIUM, NICKEL AND COPPER ON TIT NIUM
Amps rea C.D. Volts Time Weight Results-- (min) (gm)
. (:~)
(1) COPPER
0.7 1.52 0.46 1.7 15 .2054 good, uniform coating
NICKEL
0.35 1.52 0.23 5.3 15 .0231 spotty, not thick
CHROMIUM
1.3 1.52 0.85 2.7 15 .1160 good, fine-grained
coating
good adherence
(2 ) COPPER
0.7 1.53 0.45 1.7 15 .0884 thinner coating
NICKEL
0.7 1.53 0.45 7.3 15 .0124 better coating
CHROMIUM
2.9 1.53 1.89 3 6 15 .0327 finer-grained
need higher amperage
good deposition
(3) COPPER
0.7 1.61 0.43 2.3 15 .2441 good coating
NICKEL
1.4 1.61 0.87 9.4 15 .0098 fair coating
CHROMIUM
2.9 1.61 1.81 3.7 15 .0104 good coating
good adherence
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Amps rea C.D. Volts Time Weight Results
arnE (min) (gm)
dm
(4 ) COPPER
0.7 1.52 0.46 1.7 15 .2042 good coating
NICKEL
0.8 1.52 0.53 6.7 15 .0433 fair coating
CHROMIUM
1.3 1.52 . 0.85 2.7 15 .1163 gOOd, uniform layer
best deposition
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a-ONe illS IONS
1. The best deposits of copper are obtained at a
current density of·0.43 amperes per square decimeter.
Bright, heavy coatings of porous grained copper adhere
very well to titanium metal.
2. Chromium electroplates best at current densities
of 0.85 amperes per square decimeter. Chromium coatings
on titanium have poor adherency and tend to chip off.
3. Chromium plated very well on to copper with good
adherence, which in turn stuck very well to the titanium.
4. \Nickel deposited best at current densities of 0.45
amperes per square decimeter. The nickel coatings
diffused into the surface of the titanium in very fine
ains that would not show up in a photomicrograph.
5. Thin coatings of nickel had good adherence to
copper, but the optimum plating time could not be
determined yet for heavier coatings.
6. Chromium plated very well on to nickel at current
densities of 1.91 amperes per square decimeter.
Adherence was very good wi~h the grains of chromium
being deposited interstitially into the nickel plating.
7. Lead anodes were used because of their suitability,
efficiency and low cost. Better depOsits are made when
the anodes are larger than t4e catnodes, usually in the
ratio of 3:1 in surface area.
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REO OMMEND T IONS
1. FUrther investi ation for nickel plating be made
to determine the effects of buffing, and the results
of plating from a cyanide bath.
2. Corrosion tests be made to determine how the
various coatings ill resist corro~ion.
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